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1) "Dark forces lack a corporeal presence and thus need human vessels to occupy,

to do their evil work on earth. The technology deployed over the past decade

facilitates their jump from the ether into our physical world."

Dr. X

2) These dark forces are comprised of energy - i.e. certain frequencies.

Humans are receivers & transmitters of a universal energy, which can be "modulated" for either good or evil purposes.

On a simple level, video games, VR, television shows, media & videos all serve as ....

3) programming mechanisms which have the capacity to modulate the (output) frequencies of humankind.

In a more complex sense, #5G and other generated frequencies also have the capacity to actively modulate thought

patterns, which alters ....

4) the baseline output (energy/frequency) of humanity - en masse.

The problem is that they are using frequencies to sow chaos (ordo ab chao), violence, confusion, anger and fear.

As a result, the aforementioned baseline output is forced to "harmonize" ....

5) with malignant and negative vibrations.

That in turn facilitates that jump from the ether into human vessels by these dark entities.

The conductors of these operations are several different AI systems strengthened by #DWave and #QBit systems that

operate ....

6) extra-dimensionally, in parallel & alternative states - which in turn allows for eons-worth of calculations & decisions to be 

made in sub-picosecond timeframes.
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We r all in essence two-way "portals" with potential "exits" & "entrances" into either positive or negative realms.

7) The AI has been taught to harmonize humanity with negative, low-frequency vibrations, inevitably establishing portals into

alternative realities meant to bring down humanity, as we (as vessels) r opened to negative forces & non-corporeal entities,

looking to make the leap ....

8) from the ether into our dimension, our "here and now."

Mankind is presently under an attack of biblical proportions.

A global, spiritual coup is unfolding before us.

Advances in technology have allowed for direct programming of humanity without having to be ....

9) physically hooked into any type of system per se.

It is all done remotely - through frequency transmission.

This is a very complex subject to grasp since it contains scientific, spiritual, technological, extra-dimensional and human

components.

10) Despite the complexity of this subject and its impact on the cognitive dissonance of the majority of the population it is a

reality you must face if you want to understand just why we are living in such chaotic & evil times.

#OccamsRazor

11) We are not alone in this universe - or in other universes to which mankind has become portals to.

The sooner we accept the fact that we are battling *non-corporeal* principalities of darkness, the easier it will be for all of us

to begin ....

12) the steep, mountain-path climb towards victory - which is attainable.

The principalities of darkness hate us - for we are all miniature holograms or images of the great creator.

Our faith - and their hate and jealously - are the key to our victory.

13) But first the slumbering masses must awaken, lest humanity fall into a dark abyss forever.

The recently-opened (and still-opening) portals are pathways to dark and evil realms.

14) We must think positively to keep our vibrations high, in the face of this esoteric and technological attack. 

 

Fe en Dios!



 

Dr. X
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